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ACJS NATIONAL OFFICE
WILL RELOCATE
The University of Nebraska at Omaha
has notified the AClS Executive Board
that it will not be requesting an extension
of the current contract that it has for
housing the ACJS national office. That
contract expires on April 30. 1987.
The Executive Board of the Academy
of Criminal Justice Sciences is soliciting
applications
for housing
the national
office. The office of the executive secretary is housed at a university, and that
university, in effect, becomes the site of
the national
office of the Academy
of Criminal Justice Sciences. The host
institution
will have input in hiring the
individual filling the position.
Any agreement will be for 5 years to
provide continuity for the Academy and
the host institution.
Should the arrangement work out satisfactorily
for both
parties, provisions will be made to renew
the contract for additional 5-year periods.
The agreement
will also include provisions for cancellation
of the contract
should either party fail to fulfill the
agreed upon responsibilities.
Support from the host institution
is
essential for the national office and the
office of the executive secretary to be
successful.
In particular,
the academy
considers the support,
equipment,
and
facilities that the institution
can make
available to the office of the executive
secretary and the cost of these services.
(continued on page 19)

New Abstract Deadline--October
The 1987 Annual Meeting program
is beginning to take shape and promises
to be great. The meeting, scheduled for
March 15-19, 1987, will be held at the
St. Louis Clarion and follows the theme
of
"Normal
Crime:
Perspectives
on
Justice."
The Program
Committee
members
have been busy contacting ACJS members
and others to encourage participation.
Scott Decker, Local Arrangements Chair,
is preparing a guide to restaurants
and
attractions
in St. Louis for meeting
participants.
Please remember
that the deadline
for submitting
abstracts is October
1,
1986. The call for papers is included in
this issue of A CjS Today. Be sure to
submit your abstract early.

EXECUTIVE BOARD
WILL MEET IN DENVER
The ACJS Executive Board will meet
in Denver, Colorado, on September 5-6,
1986, for its midyear meeting. Agenda
items to be considered include establishing site criteria for relocating the national
office, setting the slate of candidates for
officers,
selecting
meeting
sites, and
determining
rates for justice
Quarterly.

ACJS PUBLICATION
AVAILABLE
AWARDS COMMITTEE
SEEKING NOMINATIONS
The ACJS Awards Committee
seeks
nominations
for awards to be presented
at the 1987 Annual Meeting in St. Louis.
ACJS members
are encouraged
to
nominate
individuals
for awards. The
deadline
for
nominations
has
been
extended
to October
15, 1986. For
further
information,
please
refer
to
page 13.
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Participants are encouraged to send an
abstract to only one program coordinator.
Authors who are unsure of the appropriate subject area should forward their
abstracts
to the
program
chairman,
Larry Travis.
The academy encourages its members
to participate
at the annual meeting.
Colleagues
from other disciplines
and
associations are also welcome to participate. However, individuals should limit
participation
to no more than
two
appearances;
this
should
eliminate
problems with time conflicts.
NOTE: All program participants
are
required to pre-register
for the annual
meeting.
Individuals
who organize
a
panel or roundtable
should inform all
participants
that there is a registration
fee for the meeting.

country, while those in Volume II call for
a mix-and-match
approach. Each syllabus
covers about 5 weeks, making it possible
for instructors
to design their
own
comparative
criminal justice courses by
combining the 5-week modules.
Chapters
contain
information
on
course
descriptions,
rationales,
goals/
objectives,
texts
and related
reading
materials,
and comparisonslimplications
for the United States. For the various
countries, the criminal justice system is
placed within its cultural and historical
(continued

on page 15)

IN THIS ISSUE
International Criminal justice Systems
II, the second volume of the academy's
highly successful curriculum development
project in international
and comparative
criminal justice, is now available. Volume
II provides materials for teaching abou t
the criminal
justice
systems
of ten
countries
that
were not covered
in
Volume I.
The model syllabi in Volume I were
designed
for a full course on each
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ACJS

WHITE

Editor's note: The White Papers are
published
to encourage
dialogue
among AC]S members about controversial issues in criminal justice.
We encourage members to respond
to these papers. Send responses
to AC]S
Today,
University
of
Nebraska at Omaha, 1313 Farnamon-the-Mall,
Omaha,
Nebraska
68182-0115.
This set of white papers is a varied
response to the call for "the story of
someone who has been victimized or has
felt called upon to deal with offenders,"
containing
a perspective scarcely represented
in criminal
justice
literature
(AC]S
Today, May 1986). The first
two stories describe
official attempts
to reform criminal justice-on
a grand
scale in Nicaragua and in isolated victimoffender encounters in a small U.S. community.
The third describes unofficial
reform in Brazilian policing from the
perspective
of one of its participants.
The fourth and fifth stories are declarations of defiance-by
an American who
thinks
taking
Bibles into Yugoslavia,
Hungary, and Czechoslovakia
is illegal
and yet a sacred duty and by another
American,
a confessed
and convicted
drug user and dealer, who believes that
governments have no business proscribing
marijuana.
We have had much better luck attracting papers than comments.
The last
of this set of white papers came in just
before the deadline, and there was no
time to circulate it among committee
members. But, it was favorably received
by the members who read it. It is more
a position paper than a story, like the
others,
and yet, implicitly,
it is an
inmate's account of the position in which
he finds himself. Because the space we
had reserved
for responses
to white
papers is available, and because viewpoints
receive so little airing in the
poli tical climate
of today's
criminal
justice,
I have decided
to print this
paper in its entirety.
As I write this message (in July),
some white papers have been promised,
but no papers or comments have been
received for the January issue of AC]S
Today.
Please send me contributions
(l,200-word
papers
or
300-word
responses)
to
arrive
no later
than
November
1, at my office: Criminal

PAPERS

Justice, Indiana University, Bloomington,
IN 47405. We know that the papers we
began publishing in May have been provocative,
and we committee
members
especially look forward to seeing how
readers have been provoked.
I expect that this set of stories will
mean vastly different things to different
readers. For my part, taking the stories
together, I am struck by just how tenuous
defining
criminality
and victimization
can be. In the first story, thousands are
convicted and imprisoned
in Nicaragua
for representing
a previous version of
law and order, while steps are taken to
decriminalize
another
activity,
prostitution.
In the second story, a police
officer
apologizes
for provoking
his
assailant and worries that an order for
the assailant to pay restitution is unfair.
In the third, it is impossible at times to
tell whether the Man of Gold represents
or threatens law and order. In the fourth,
the Bible smuggler believes herself to be
upholding
one
law
while
violating
another, and may be wrong in both cases.
And, in the fifth story, an architypical
offender argues that his jailers are the
true victimizers. Preoccupied
as we are
by the mechanics of delivering criminal
justice,
assured as we often are that
respondents largely concur on the relative
seriousness of offenses, we can all too
easily forget how elusive it is to decide
what hurts and what is wrong in concrete
circumstances
of everyday life. For me,
these stories call the very foundation of
criminal justice activity into question.
But, what do they mean to other readers?
Special thanks go to John Smykla and
Bill Selke for coordinating the collection
and review of white papers this spring.
For the White Paper Committee,
Hal Pepinsky

SPEAKING OF JUSTICE
ON THE EVE OF
THE REVOLUTION
By Kate Stout
University of Delaware
The issues surrounding
Nicaragua's
developing legal system are of paramount
importance to Martin, a 21-year-old law
student
in Managua.
This narrative,
reconstructed
from an interview held

in the neighborhood
of Barrio Maximo
Jerez, Managua, Nicaragua, was corroborated by a number of sources. On the
eve of the fifth anniversary of the victory
over Somoza (July 18, 1984), Martin
shared his thoughts and concerns for the
future of Nicaragua's system of justice.
As you know (he told us) our court
system is very antiquated.
It is based on
the old Spanish system, and many of the
laws were developed by lawyers trained
in the United States and, therefore, they
are inapplicable to our current situation.
Currently,
our system
is undergoing
radical revision. In many ways its structure
is similar to yours with local,
regional, appellate, and supreme courts.
We continue under the basic structure
we inherited
with necessary
changes
issued by decree. After the elections, we
will have representatives
(a combination
of laypeople and professionals) who will
begin to draft a new constitution
and to
continue the revisions of the penal code.
(Nicaragua's
first free elections
were
held in November 1984.) We will pattern
our system after the best democratic
countries around the world.
Before, the legal system was run by
corrupt
elites. ("Before"
is commonly
used to signify the time prior to the
revolution.) Often people were imprisoned
without benefit of trial or even formal
arrest. The Guard (referring to Somoza's
National Guard) would not think twice
about abusing prisoners or even killing
them.
Our new system is built upon the
guarantee of human rights for everyone.
(This is outlined in the Statute of Rights
and Guarantees
for Nicaraguans.)
For
example, we have eliminated the death
penalty and all forms of physical punishment.
Furthermore,
the
maximum
penalty
for any crime is 30 years,
although it is not expected that many
people will serve that long. In every
prison, conjugal visits are allowed, and
the goal is to educate and reintegrate
people into society as soon as possible.
Some criminals are locos, some are not
integrated
into the local organizations
(politically disenfranchised),
but most of
the crime we now face involves counterrevolutionary
activities.
(The
Vicepresident of the Supreme Court reports
that of the 10,000
now imprisoned,
about
4,000
are guilty
of counterrevolutionary activities.)
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Members of the Old Guard and contras
who are apprehended
after committing
crimes against the people are tried before
the Popular
Tribunal.
Under Revolutionary Law, this tribunal hears testimony
from the people most directly victimized
by
the counter-revolutionary
crimes.
Then, those found guilty are sent to one
of Las Granjas (open work farms designed
to provide the first step in reintegration
of persons into the community).
After their release into the community
(probation),
the local Sandinista Defense
Committee
(CDS) take charge of supervising and protecting
their reintegration
process. (The Sandinista Defense Commi trees comprise the largest grassroots
organization
in Nicaragua. First acting
as mobilization
mechanisms
during the
uprisings
in 1978, the approximately
15,000 neighborhood block organizations
are part of a national network, responsible
for providing a communications
network,
carrying out literacy and health campaigns, monitoring
the supply of food
and other community needs, and organizing the nightly vigilance in which households take responsibility
for standing
guard against contra attacks.)
In the future, the CDS might also
hold tribunals
for minor offenses and
disputes,
or perhaps
the local police
will mediate in less serious situations. We
are very organized at the local level so
there is not much chance for many
robberies
or burglaries,
although
we
still have bank robberies, for example.
We will continue
to use lawyers and
legally trained judges, but we will also
have people
from many occupations
involved in the new legal system.
Presently,
our system is very slow.
We have none of the judges or government attorneys who held positions under
Somoza. In addition, lawyers still submit
written
statements
to the courts. The
statements from witnesses and everything
else is presented in writing. We have no
history of trials with witnesses giving
oral testimony. This is part of the system
we inherited. We are planning to change
this soon. We need an open, fair, and
humane
system which will guarantee
that offenders will be reintegrated
into
the community quickly.
You ask about women and children.
Prostitution
was criminal but also rampant before the revolution. This was the
crime of which women were most often
guilty. It still exists, though much less
today. It is still illegal, but more attention
is given to health risks and the need for
education.
Most who are convicted go
to the center in Corinto where they
receive job training.
(The Nicaraguans

view prostitution
as a residual product
of an era in which the exploitation
of
women was encouraged. Recognizing that
this cannot be changed overnight, the
Women's Organization has moved to have
prostitution
nearly decriminalized
and
established a center expressly for prostitutes who need educational
and vocational services to become employable
in other areas.)
The law, in theory, applies equally to
both men and women, but women do not
commit as many serious crimes and are
usually given lighter sentences. Children
under 14 years of age are not always
treated
exactly the same as adults. If
found guilty of crimes, they usually
attend vocational
training schools near
their
homes
during
the
day.
But
remember, many Nicaraguan women and
even 14 year olds are engaged in active
combat with the contras on the border.
They are not viewed as much as separate
groups as they once were.
We still have much work to do with
our system. We are faced with a highly
politicized
climate.
For example,
the
police can do little to guarantee protection for reactionaries who are abused in
their neighborhoods.
But, ours is a new
system which will grow hand in hand
with
the
maturity
of our popular
democracy ....

THE CAPTAIN AND THE COP
By Nan Witcher, Director
Victim Offender Reconciliation
Monroe County, Indiana

Program

Mark Jones, an Army captain sent
to Indiana University for the summer
to finish his college degree, punched
police officer John Andrews in the face.
At his initial hearing on the felony
charge of battery, the judge, who knew
that a felony conviction would destroy
Mark's military career, suggested that the
matter
be settled in a rather unusual
way-through
the
Victim
Offender
Reconciliation Program.
As the Director of the Victim Offender
Reconciliation
Program
(VORP)
in
Monroe County,
I have served as the
mediator in dozens of meetings between
offenders and their victims. The purpose
of these meetings is not only to negotiate
a restitution
contract,
but to clear up
questions about the circumstances of the
crime and, most importantly,
to explore
the feelings and attitudes the participants
have about each other, the crime, and the
system. Usually, VORP referrals concern
property
crimes. VORP is used most
often as a condition
of the offender's

probation.
In this case though, the judge
hoped it would be used as a diversion
from the system.
I learned that a hearing on how to
dispose of the case had been set for the
next week, just 2 days before Mark was
leaving town to return to his home base.
Because
of these time constraints,
I
arranged for a meeting to be held before
the court hearing.
Both men arrived for the meeting on
time. I had not met John before; I was
struck by his size. It was hard for me to
visualize Mark, who was about 5'8" with
a slight build, knocking this 6'2", 200
pound police officer to the ground with
one punch.
I asked John to begin the meeting by
telling Mark, from his point of view,
what happened that night.
John told Mark that he had been in
the area looking for prowlers. He noticed
a car with no tail lights parked on the
wrong side of a one-way street. He said
he waited for a couple of minutes, and
then got out of his car to ask the female
driver to move. She told John she would
move her car as soon as Mark got out.
John said he thought at the time that
maybe she was having trouble getting
Mark to leave, so he decided he should
stay to make sure Mark got out. He then
told Mark: "You stormed out of the car
toward me, irate, and yelled 'you f---asshole.' I wasn't going to take that so
I asked you to stop, but you didn't.
I wasn't planning to arrest you. I put my
hand on your shoulder, to get you to
stop, then you punched me in the face,
and the next thing I know is we're
scrappling on the ground. I got to my
radio and called for assistance. I tried
to handcuff
you,
but
you weren't
cooperating. Then you went for my gun.
So I put my hand on it so you couldn't
get it out of the holster and decided that
I should just wait there on the ground
until assistance came."
Mark agreed that was basically what
happened. He apologized for yelling the
obscenity
at John. He then explained
that he and the girl were just talking
when John came up and in an angry and
impatient way threatened
to give Mark's
friend a ticket. Mark said, "I'm not
used to being talked to that way. Your
manner and tone really made me angry."
Mark then explained to John that he did
not hear him say stop, and when John
grabbed him from behind, he threw the
punch before he knew what he was
doing. Mark told John that they were
both on the ground before he realized
that he had hit a police officer. He
explained that he had put his hand out
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just to get his balance. He hadn't been
aware that his hand was near John's
gun until John reached for it. Mark
admitted
that he had been afraid that
maybe John meant to use it.
Mark told John that while he was
sitting in the jail's pink drunk tank
waiting to bond out, all he could think
of was that "5V:z years of hard work in the
Army was down the drain." He apologized
to John again.
John responded to Mark's retelling of
the incident by saying, almost sheepishly,
that he hadn't
realized that he had
been so abrupt with Mark's friend. He
explained:
"I was not having a good
night. My mother lives in that neighborhood. She was upset about the prowlers
and I was worried about her. When you
didn't stop when I asked you to, I got
angry. I thought
to myself, 'I don't
need this tonight, I've got better things
to do.'''
He then apologized to Mark
for "cussing" at him and "roughing him
up."
Then John revealed to Mark that he
was a Vietnam veteran and was well
aware that Mark would lose his career
if convicted of a felony. He said that
many of his fellow police officers were
also veterans and they had urged him to
report the incident to Mark's commander.
But he assured Mark that he had decided
not to write a letter to the Department
of the Army. He said, "This incident is
not worth you losing your career." Then
he told Mark how he had once been
arrested by local police while he was in
the service. He admitted
that he had
"learned his lesson" and hoped that Mark
would do the same.
Mark looked relieved and told John
that he appreciated
the fact that John
was not going to contact the military.
With emotion, he said, "I regretted it as
soon as it happened. I apologize to you
again. I have no excuse for my behavior."
He further explained how worried he had
been that his arrest would become known
to the military. He spoke of how ashamed
he felt and how he was willing to "make
it right" to John.
This led to a discussion
of what
consequences
a misdemeanor conviction
would have for Mark. After that, John
also revealed to Mark how frustrating
it is for a police officer to make a good
arrest only to see the charge dropped by
the prosecutor
or sidestepped
by the
judge. John said that was why it was
important to him that Mark plead guilty
to one of the charges, and that VORP
not be used as a diversion from the
system.
Almost an hour passed. The conversation wound down. I asked if either had

anything else to say. They both said no,
so I steered the conversation to the topic
of restitution.
In one of my preliminary telephone
conversations with John, he revealed that
his watch had been broken and his pants
grass-stained during his scuffle with Mark,
and that he would like restitution
for
these items. But now John changed his
mind. He told Mark, "You've already
paid enough (in attorney's fees). I don't
want blood from you. I've got other
pants and other watches."
With this,
the two men shook hands. John told
Mark that he appreciated
his apology;
Mark told John that he appreciated him
not writing to the military. They left
together, and I heard them chatting as
they went down the stairs. I learned
later that the two continued their conversation for quite awhile on the sidewalk
in front of my office.
Was this a fair and just way to dispose
of this case?
John had the chance to say what was
on his mind. He got the two things he
wanted from Mark: an apology and a
guilry plea on the misdemeanor charge.
Mark told me that he felt he had been
treated fairly and appreciated
the fact
that the system was flexible enough to
treat him as an individual. Mark's defense
attorney was extremely impressed by the
VORP process. He felt that a volatile
situation had been defused, and his client
had been held accountable in a constructive way.
On the other hand, the prosecutor
made a point of telling Mark at his hearing that he had "gotten off easy." The
judge, after reviewing my report of the
meeting, thought that Officer Andrews
had been too lenient, so he ordered
Mark to pay $50.00 in restitution.
After the hearing, I called John to tell
him what had happened. His comments,
I think, reflect the degree of reconciliation that had occurred. Upon hearing
that the judge had ordered Mark to pay
restitution,
John replied,
"That
ain't
right." and "Was Mark mad?"

THE MAN OF GOLD
By R. S. Rose
Somewhere in Brazil
He was born in Niteroi just across the
bay from Rio de Janeiro on July 2, 1940.
His parents baptized him Mariel Araujo
Moryscotte de Mattos but he was known
as Mariel Moryscotte (pronounced: Moryscotch) by most people or for those who
really knew him, simply as Mariel. When
he reached the age of three his father

died and his mother remarried a sergeant
in the army. The family, which also
included a younger brother by this time,
then moved to the northwestern
suburb
of Bangu where they lived in lowermiddle class obscurity.
During the early years of his life,
Mariel was known as a good mannered
boy who left his playmates
promptly
each day to help his mother prepare
meals, even though he was somewhat
afraid of walking home alone. But, he
persevered, and, at the end of high school,
he started to work full-time as a swimming instructor. The story has it that he
brought all of his earnings home to his
parents each payday. He did not drink
or smoke.
In order to satisfy his military service
obligations, Mariel did a brief stint in an
army parachute regiment and continued
to live at home (a situation not unique
with enlisted men in the Brazilian Army).
His swimming
abilities
together
with
what must have been a good record in
the army were ultimately put to good
use when in April 1959, he was successful
in obtaining a position in Copacabana,
one of Rio's
renowned
beach front
communities, as a lifeguard. In Brazil the
lifeguard corps is a subsection
of the
infamous police department, but this fact
seems to have bothered Mariellittle. And,
why should it have with his stretch of
beach right in front of the ritzy Cop acabana Palace Hotel?
Many times Mariel must have thought
back to the delights of his Copacabana
Palace days. It was here that he initially
started to make a name for himself.
First as a kind of lifeguard playboy noted
for his amorous adventures with many of
the hotel's rich and oftentimes
foreign
guests, both male and female. These and
other activities, such as renting out lifeguard boats to tourists,
resulted in a
series of transfers and finally his resignation.
But, always resourceful,
Mariel
parlayed his experience and charm into
a job with one of the regular police
forces.
He was assigned to a forerunner
of
today's Policia Civil (plainclothes police)
and began patrolling sections of the lower
class districts in Rio's northern
zones.
He continued
however to live near the
beach, court the beautiful ladies from
abroad, there was even a starlet or two,
and to run an illegal nightclub protection
racket.
This kind of living was bound to promote more problems, and, so, no one was
really surprised when Mariel was formally
relieved, temporarily, of his police duties
in August 1964, on a charge of unlawful
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seduction.
Informally
though,
he continued to hit the bars and cabarets with
his police chums.
He tried his hand at marriage,
but
the relationship
broke down not quite
3 weeks later. His reputation
for violence
began to grow after this episode. Once, a
jockey of some repute and his friend were
guests in one of Mariel's protected
clubs.
They made the unwise mistake of complaining in Mariel's presence about the
outrageous
cost of their drinks. The two
men were beaten until they were semiconscious,
and, in the following
days,
they suffered
a traffic
accident.
The
jockey had to have his legs amputated.
The friend died.
In 1967, Mariel made his first big
arrest and the criminal involved was sent
to prison for 117 years, but not before
he attempted
a bribe with information
about
the Brazilian
underworld
that
Mariel only too gladly accepted
before
taking the culprit away to jail anyway.
Then, in 1969, Mariel's life reached a
crossroad when a new police unit, which
was formed the year before, asked him
to become
its final member.
Called
Os doze homens de aura (The Twelve
Golden Men), the group was composed of
a dozen
other
policemen
not unlike
Mariel. Their new role was to combat
the increasing criminality of Rio's poorer
classes as the general economy went sour
with the tacit but understood
right a la
J ames Bond to kill on sight.
One of the present era's death squads,
the immediate
impact
of The Twelve
Golden Men must have been something
to behold. Usually disguised as anything
from
garbage
men
to priests,
these
representatives
of Brazilian law and order
would clandestinely
kidnap their victims,
riddle their bodies with bullets of different
calibres, and then disgard them, often
in working
class areas as a warning to
other would-be transgressors.
The initials
"E.M." were written on a piece of paper
which was thrown nearby many of the
corpses.
"E.M."
stands for Esquadrao
da Marte (Death Squad).
It is impossible
to determine
how
many people were killed by Mariel while
he was a member of The Twelve Golden
Men even though he only admitted
to
two killings. A check of one blood and
guts newspaper
in Rio from 1968 to
1971, when the group was disbanded for
going beyond its authority,
reveals that
The Twelve Golden Men themselves were
definitely
responsible
for at least four
executions
while 58 bodies were discovered with the tale "E.M.," or an alias,
next to them. And, these were only the
cases which could be so classified.

At the end of 1971, The Twelve
Golden
Men were brought
before the
courts and charged with various excesses,
such as the torturing
and killing of
innocent persons, arson, fraud, extortion,
and shipping
drugs into New York in
connection
with the international
mafia.
Mariel was arraigned on many violations
and ended up being sentenced
to 150
years imprisonment.
However, he soon escaped and lived
the life of a fugitive back on Copacabana's
beaches and in its night spots. As always,
he evidently did so too openly and was
advised
to flee to Paraguay
where he
lived off of stolen cars, trafficking
in
narcotics,
and the occasional
gift of
money
from
organized
crime. It was
at this time that he travelled
freely
between Paraguay,
Uruguay, and Brazil,
almost as if he was protected by someone
higher up.
But, Mariel was becoming too careless.
He tried to marry his actress girlfriend
in Brazil's northeastern
city of Salvador
but he was too well-known
to be concealed by his false Paraguayan
identity
documents.
He was often seen at the
local yacht
club as well as other in
places of the well-to-do.
He journeyed
several times, almost casually, down the
coast to Rio. And, it was on one of these
trips that he was recaptured
on March 9,
1973.
His 16 months of freedom ended and
he stood
trial once more.
With his
influence
though,
the new trial was a
comedy
of
corruption
and
intrigue
right from the start. His original sentence
was reduced to 21 years and 2 months,
of which he served only 4 years in surroundings that were anything but uncomfortable.
While in prison he wrote two
books,
both about the prison system,
and gave numerous
and arrogant interviews to the press.
After parole, Mariel continued
to play
dangerously
on both sides of the tracks.
On October 8, 1981, while he was trying
to muscle in on the territory
of one of
Rio's aging godfathers,
he was shot dead
while seated in his parked car by two of
the elderly gentleman's
hit men. No one
was ever arrested for the crime.
Sources:
o Dia (Rio de Janeiro), all issues
January
1, 1968, to December
31,
1971.
Markun, Paulo, and Ernesto Rodrigues,
A mafia manda flares: Mariel, a Jim
mito, Sao Paulo: Global, 1981, pp.
33-38,42-51,65-66,69-75,79-82,85,
105-117.
Pasquim (Rio de Janeiro), September
17-23,1981, pp. 10-15.

THE BIBLE SMUGGLER:
AN UNUSUAL LOOK AT
CRIMINAL MOTIVATION
By Bob Bohrn
Jacksonville State University

Mrs. Williams is a 32 year old, uppermiddle
class, white Protestant.
She is
married
to an attorney
and has four
children,
ages 8-18. She graduated
from
the University
of Alabama with a major
in Spanish and a minor in French. She
also did graduate work at Rutgers toward
a masters
in business
administration.
At the time of her trip, she was teaching
at an elementary
school and serving as
church organist and choir director. The
following are excerpts from an interview
conducted on February 27, 1985.
Q:
A:

Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

How did you get involved with Open
Doors?
Well, I am a reader. I was in the public library one day looking for something to read ...
.I saw this book on
the shelf and the title intrigued meGod's Smuggler. So I checked it out,
brought it home, and read it. I was
really intrigued
with his [Brother
Andrew's]
ministry.
Shortly
after
that I saw Brother Andrew himself
on a talk show on television. At that
talk show they gave an address where
you could contact the ministry. So,
I did and have supported
it ever
since ....
Into what countries did you take the
Bibles?
Yugoslavia, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia.
Do you remember what year it was?
It was 1984.
How many Bibles did you take in?
Personally,
probably
at most 12, 10
or 12 .... There were 12 of us in the
group, and we had a total of 200
Bibles in the group.
Did you consider your actions to be
smuggling?
The word doesn't bother me because
Brother
Andrew
is called "God's
Smuggler"
and so smuggling
just
doesn't
have the same connotation
for me that stealing would have, or
robbery, or murder. ... Had we been
smuggling
drugs,
then
maybe
it
would
have had a much different
connotation.
But I think it has to
do with what we were smuggling
and why we were smuggling it that
the word just doesn't bother me at
all.
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Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:

Why did you do it?
It was a divine appointment.
Were you apprehensive?
Never.
Were you scared?
No.
Were you sure you were doing the
right thing?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you know your actions violated
the laws of the country
that you
were in?
A: Yes.
Q:
A:
Q:

Does that bother you?
No.
Did you know the maximum penalties
if you were caught?
A: Each time before we went into a
new country we met with one of the
representatives
from
Holland
who
emphasized
what we would find in
the
next
country ....
They
were
saying that the least we could get
would
be to have our materials
confiscated.
That was a possibility.
Probably the worse thing that could
happen
to us would
be that we
would
be detained
at the police
station for the duration of our trip.
I don't
think there was ever any
question of "you are going to be shot
on the spot" or "sent to Siberia for
the rest of you life." Now maybe
I am naive about that. Maybe that
was a possibility.
And maybe they
told us that and I just didn't hear it.
But like I said, that really didn't
concern us because we were+I knew
it was a divine appointment
and I
knew I would be protected.
When
you
are dealing
with the Lord,
whatever
he tells you to do, you
can do with perfect security and you
know he is in charge of the outcome
so it really didn't matter what the
outcome was.
Q: Did you think
about
the consequences
to yourself,
if you got
caught?
A: That was brought out in the orientation. Like I said, that is God's problem.
Q: Did you think
about
the consequences to your family, if you got
caught?
A: I think all that just falls into the
category
of-that's
God's problem.
He is going to work it out.
Q: Did you think
about
the consequences
to the recipients
of the
Bibles in the foreign countries?
A: Yes. Now that was something
that
we were very much aware of. We
went out of our way there, hopefully
to make sure that at the time of

exchange, that we were not followed.
... I know I was followed twice.
Q: Were you prepared
to suffer the
consequences
if you got caught?
A: Un-huh.
Q: Did you think
the United
States
Government
would have gotten you
out of your difficulty had you been
caught?
A: No.
Q: Would you do it again?
A: Yes.
Q: Have you ever violated any laws in
the United States?
A: I have driven my car over the speed
limit and I have parked
III "no
parking"
places. I don't know of
any other
laws that I have ever
violated.
Q: Do you think your taking the Bibles
into a foreign country against their
laws is similar to violating the laws of
this country?
A:

Q:

A:
Q:

A:

Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:

A:

I suppose
propagating
communist
doctrine
III this
country
would be
similar.
How do you feel about people who
smuggle prohibited
goods into the
United States?
Oh, I think it is horrible.
In what ways was your acnvity of
smuggling different from the activity
of those
who smuggle prohibited
goods into the United States?
Well, III no way did I undermine
the economy
of the country.
In no
way was I doing it for personal gain.
... These were goods that the people
in those countries had requested that
they could not get in their country.
This was+I guess I would have to
say it was a family affair. They are
my brothers in Christ as much as the
people in the corner church are.
Were the Bibles hidden
III
your
luggage?
Well, they weren't
real obvious.
I
mean, they weren't on top.
If they searched your bag, you would
have been caught, right?
Right.
And they didn't search you.
Never. Our bags were never opened.
It was pretty miraculous, huh?
Yes.
Would you say that you are very
religious?
Yes, it [religion]
IS definitely
the
center of my life.
Is there a line that you would draw
on what you would do and what you
wouldn't do for your faith?
No .... The Bible says "I can do
all things
through
Christ
which
strengthens
me." I would do any-

thing, absolutely
anything that I was
sure was God's will.
Q: The communists
believe that disseminating Bibles is similar to what we
would consider
disseminating
communist
propaganda.
How do you
make the distinction
between
the
two?
A: That God is supreme.
Q: You said that you are a very patriotic,
flag-waving
person ....
What
if it
came down to God or your country?
A: Well, I would have to do what God
said.
Q: Has God ever betrayed you?
A: Never.

LAW WITHOUT ORDER:
TH E MAR IJUANA LAWS
By Alfred C. Villaume
Oxford, Wisconsin
The author
is a multiple
convicted
drug
dealer,
a long-term
prison
inmate,
and a "jailhouse
lawyer."
Academically,
he holds
degrees in engineering,
chemistry,
and sociology. Perhaps more importandy,
he has a wide range of
experience
in the practicalities
of
the drug laws and their effects.
He is and has been for many years
a proponent
of the legalization
of all drugs, including tobacco and
alcohol, as a means of minimizing
the harm they cause to the public.
The following
article is a typical
expression
of the author's
views.

The medical

profession
has a maxim,
which
means in essence
that physicians
must take precautions
against
doing more
harm than good,
that they must make certain that whatever
treatments
they
prescribe
for
patients
with ailments
or injuries
are
less devastating
to the patients than the
ailments
or injuries
would
be if left
untreated.
A similar maxim is sorely needed to
circumscribe
the actions
of those who
create and enforce our laws as well as
the nature and scope of the laws themselves.
Inasmuch
as the purpose
of
society's laws is to regulate the behavior
of the members of society for the common good, a rule or maxim should exist
to the effect that any law that does more
social harm than would the behavior it
regulates
were it left unregulated
is a
bad law and must be rescinded.
Such a rule or maxim would be no
more
than logical.
A physician
who

nihil

nocere,
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routinely
chose to amputate fingers as
a treatment for hangnails would quickly
be branded as a butcher and a quack and
drummed out of the medical profession.
Similarly, a law that harms or destroys
society's members in order to save them
or society
from the relatively
minor
consequences
of their own predilections
and pecadillos should be recognized as
being illogical and counterproductive
and
stricken from the books.
Unfortunately,
we here in the United
States are protected
by no such logical
maxim or rule of law. There are many
laws in our complicated and overlapping
array of legal codes that are without
question
more harmful to the public
than the behavior they are intended to
control would be if it were left completely unregulated.
Such laws are not
only on the books, but they are also too
often zealously enforced by one governmental
agency or another,
frequently
because continued
agency funding or
existence
depends on perpetuation
of
these laws.
Of such laws, the so-called drug laws
are the most glaring examples.
These
laws, which proscribe the preparation,
distribution,
possession, or use of certain
substances
that some members of our
society
previously
decided
were
"dangerous drugs," are a disgrace and are
antithetical
to our avowed concept of
"liberty
and justice
for all." This is
especially true because many other substances that are equally or more harmful
to individuals than those proscribed by
the drug laws are not defined as drugs and
are dispensed
and used more or less
freely.
While all of the drug laws contain
certain inherent fallacies and contradictions and are at best misguided attempts
by one group of people to legislate the
morality of other groups, the laws against
marijuana are by far the most illogical,
ill-founded, and socially destructive. It is
the purpose of this paper to focus briefly
on the historical uses of marijuana, the
origins of the marijuana laws here in the
United States, and the status and effects
of these laws as they exist today, and to
then present a few facts regarding marijuana and marijuana users. By so doing,
it is intended
to demonstrate
that the
marijuana laws were predicated on deceit,
media manipulation,
half-truths, and outright fabrications; that today's marijuana
laws are perpetuated
through those same
ignoble methods; and that the marijuana
laws themselves are far more harmful
and socially destructive than any degree
of widespread and unregulated marijuana
use could ever be. It is hoped that this

will lead the reader to share the author's
conclusion
that the marijuana laws are
bad laws and to join him in advocating
their immediate abolition.
A Brief Historical Overview
of Marijuana Use
Historically,
the medicinal, religious,
and recreational
uses of marijuana are
inextricably
intertwined.
It is quite
definite, however, that marijuana and its
uses were known well by the ancients
at least as far back as the second
millenium
B.C. Interestingly
enough,
except
for a relatively
few isolated
instances, marijuana usage was confined
to cultures other than those from which
we can trace our socio-cultural descent.
Here in the United States, we generally
trace our cultural antecedents
back to
Attic Greece by way of Western Europe
and Imperial Rome. The Greeks, Romans,
and Europeans
were all enthusiastic
imbibers of ethyl alcohol in their recreational pursuits. And while all had frequent
and well-documented
contact with civilizations
that preferred
instead to use
marijuana for recreational purposes, that
preference for some reason never caught
on with our ancestors.
Hence, until
very
recent
times
marijuana
usage
remained something that was indulged in
predominantly
by others-by
nonwhite,
non-Christian, non-European peoples.
Our
good,
white,
Christian
forefathers shunned such heathen practices,
preferring instead to pickle their brains
and livers in ethyl alcohol in its various
concoctions.
And so things remained for
nearly four millenia.
It is quite possible,
perhaps
even
probable,
that the fact that marijuana
use was largely confined to people of
non-European
descent is what made it
relatively
easy for the first marijuana
laws here in the United States to be
passed some 50 years ago. At the time
these laws were passed, aside from a
modest few medicinal preparations
containing
marijuana
that
were
readily
available
from either apothecaries
or
physicians,
most marijuana being used
here in the United States was being used
by a few jazz musicians and itinerant
agricultural workers, by nonwhites who
were either on the far fringes of society
or actually beyond the pale. And, it is
easy and painless for a society to prohibit
the use of a substance that very few of its
members use in any case.
Harry Anslinger and the Marijuana Laws
On January 1, 1932, a dour former
Assistant Prohibition Commissioner took

office as the head of the newly established
Federal Bureau of Narcotics, a subunit
of the U.S. Treasury Department.
It is
impossible to discuss the marijuana laws
here
in the
United
States
without
referring
to Harry
Anslinger,
as the
former are almost exclusively the creation
of the latter.
Commissioner Anslinger, whose initial
mandate had nothing to do with marijuana in any way, shape, or form, soon
embarked on a lifelong crusade to first
outlaw
marijuana
and then
savagely
prosecute
any and all of those who
used it. Exactly
why Harry Anslinger
developed his almost psychopathic hatred
for marijuana and its users is not known.
What is known is that Harry Anslinger,
through
media manipulation,
exaggeration, and gross misinformation,
cajoled
most of the states into passing laws
against marijuana;
that he tricked the
Congress of the United States into passing
harsh laws prohibiting
the cultivation,
importation,
sale,
or possession
of
marijuana,
and into making these laws
increasingly
harsher as the years went
by; that he coerced the Committee
of
Revision of The United States Pharmacopeia (U.S.P.) to delete marijuana from
that publication,
which had previously
listed
it as having valuable
medical
properties; and that directly and indirectly
over the past 50 years he has destroyed
more young American lives than polio,
rheumatic
fever, and cancer combined.
Harsh words? Perhaps. But then Harry
Anslinger left a harsh legacy, the cost of
which is still escalating after the passage
of half a century.
The evidence
that Harry Anslinger
and his colleagues
supplied
bogus or
exaggerated
information
to the media
and manipulated
state and federal lawmakers
in their campaign
to outlaw
marijuana is too widespread to be ignored.
And,
that
campaign
was
definitely
successful.
By the time the federal
government outlawed marijuana in 1937,
most of the states had already passed
such legislation. The rest soon followed.
And, as there were few mainstream
Anglo-American
marijuana users in the
United States at that time, aside from
periodic Anslinger-inspired
horror stories
detailing the evils of the "killer weed"
that were used as rationalizations
for
further tightening of the marijuana laws,
little was heard about marijuana and its
users for the next 30 years.
This is not to suggest that the marijuana laws were not used. They were, and
savagely. But, they were used almost
exclusively against nonwhites, who were
arrested, found guilty, and shuffled off to
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prison with scant attention
from the
media or the public. As noted,
the
marijuana
laws were also toughened
periodically
by the various states and
by the United States Congress in 1951,
again, primarily through the efforts of
Harry Anslinger and his cohorts. But,
the victims of the marijuana laws, and
victims they most certainly were, were
for the most part nonwhites who lived
and worked and got high in ways that
were different
from those that were
practiced by mainstream America. It was
those others who suffered first and most.
By the midsixties, however, despite
the horror stories and harsh penalties,
the situation had changed markedly; the
children of the white middle-class had
begun to use a variety of drugs, the most
pervasive of which was marijuana.
By
1969, there were an estimated 4 million
regular marijuana
users in the United
States, a figure that was, if anything, a
gross underestimate.
Moreover, the falsehoods and exaggerations
on which the
marijuana laws were predicated were for
the first time being confronted
by the
reality of widespread,
relatively open
marijuana
use by young middle-class
whites. Not black musicians, not itinerant
Hispanic laborers, but our own children
were using marijuana. And, it was not
causing them any noticeable physical or
psychological
harm. Suddenly the laws
had to change.
During the ensuing decade, the marijuana laws throughout
the country were
relaxed greatly. The federal government
reclassified marijuana (as a non-narcotic)
in 1~70, and markedly
decreased the
penalties for violations of the marijuana
laws. Various states went even further,
several reducing
simple possession
of
marijuana
to
a petty
misdemeanor
punishable
only by a small fine. But,
marijuana was never decriminalized,
far
less actually legalized. Although it was
suggested and widely discussed by one
legislature and another in various parts of
the country, no legislative body was ever
able to take the step of ending the
prohibition against marijuana completely.
A New Era of Repression
In 1980, Ronald Reagan took office
as President of the United States and a
new era of repression
began. In the
ensuing 6 years most of the liberalization
of the previous decade has been eroded.
The penalties for violations of drug laws,
including the marijuana laws, have been
increased and the harshened
laws are
being
enforced
with
a zealousness
unmatched
since the repeal of the

Volstead Act in 1932 to end the prohibition of alcohoL
How did this happen? For one thing,
soon after taking office as President,
Ronald Reagan appointed as his Special
Assistant for Drug Abuse Policy a man by
the name of Carlton E. Turner, a onetime
chemist who is cast in the mold of
his
philosophical
predecessor,
Harry
Anslinger. Turner was and is the primary
information source for First Lady Nancy
Reagan and Vice President George Bush,
the Reagan Administration's
foremost
and most
visible antidrug
crusaders.
Like Harry Anslinger
before him,
Carlton Turner manipulates
the media
by
overtly
supplying
misleading
or
exaggerated horror stories, by leaking the
results of poorly done and scientifically
unsound clinical studies, and by generally
attempting
to whip up public hysteria
against drugs in general and marijuana in
particular. While this antidrug campaign
has not
been notably
successful
in
curbing drug use, it has resulted in a
reversal of the liberal drug law reforms
of the previous decade, in a slowing of
the movement to legalize marijuana, and
in a return to aggressive, harsh enforcement of the existing marijuana
laws.
Unfortunately,
the public is still ambivalent about marijuana. And, the antidrug
forces in the Reagan Administration
are taking full advantage of this public
apathy.
Marijuana Use In the United States Today
After 50 years of prohibition and in an
increasingly repressive antidrug climate,
how successful have been the attempts
to stamp out marijuana use? Not very.
Recent figures indicate that marijuana is
one of the four major cash crops grown
in the United States in terms of dollarvolume of sales, along with corn, wheat,
and soybeans. It is claimed by some that
marijuana is the leading cash crop, but
the clandestine
nature forced on marijuana farming by the marijuana
laws
makes
specific
figures impossible
to
obtain. What is certain, however, is that
there is a tremendous
amount of marijuana grown here in the United States.
Quite
probably,
an
even
larger
quantity of marijuana is grown abroad,
in Mexico, Colombia, Panama, Jamaica,
and many other third-world
countries.
This huge quantity of marijuana is then
smuggled
into
the United States by
planes, boats, cars, mules, and individuals
who
sneak
across
the international
borders on foot, to be added to the multibillion-dollar
crop grown domestically.
This massive amount of marijuana is not
grown and imported
just to give the

Administration's
drug agents something
to do. By their own admission,
the
amount of marijuana seized in the United
States by all law-enforcement
agencies
combined
is only a miniscule fraction
of what escapes detection
and seizure
on its way to its final destination. Someone is paying billions of dollars annually
for the marijuana that gets through. And,
that someone
is the American public.
Other
recent
figures indicate
that
marijuana is one of the four most commonly used recreational
drugs in the
United States today, along with ethyl
alcohol (beer, wine, and liquor), nicotine
(cigarettes,
cigars,
snuff,
and
other
tobacco products), and caffeine (coffee,
tea, and cola-based
soft drinks).
Of
course, most Americans don't think of
their booze or their cigarettes or their
coffee as being drugs. But, they are wrong.
All three, along with marijuana,
the
opiates; cocaine and many other compounds are psychotropic
(mood-altering)
in their effects and must be considered
drugs by any rational
definition.
The
main difference between marijuana and
the three other major recreational drugs
used here in the United States today is
that, unlike them, marijuana has been
legally defined as a drug and is prohibited
by statute.
The Effects of Marijuana
Is marijuana
more
harmful
than
alcohol or nicotine or caffeine and, thus,
perhaps justifiably
prohibited
by law
while the others are more or less dispensed and used freely? Emphatically
not. Is marijuana harmful at all? Probably.
Although it has never been demonstrated
conclusively despite frenetic governmental
efforts to do so, it is quite probable that
excessive use of marijuana will eventually
cause some sort of physiological
or
psychological
damage if continued
long
enough. Such is also true, however, of
nearly every other substance people use,
and certainly of all substances used for
recreational purposes, and is thus hardly
a rational basis for prohibition. Marijuana
is certainly less harmful to the human
mind and body than ethyl alcohol, which
causes thousands
of deaths
annually
through liver necrosis, delerium tremens,
and a variety of other diseases. Marijuana
is much less harmful
than nicotine,
which has been linked to lung cancer
and heart disease and which reportedly
causes hundreds of thousands of deaths
each year. And, marijuana
is at least
arguably
less harmful
than caffeine,
which heightens stress, causes ulcers, and
may trigger cardiac arrhythmias. In fact,
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compared
to the other
three major
recreational drugs in common use here in
the United States today, marijuana is a
relatively innocuous
and harmless substance. No one has ever been shown to
have died from an overdose of marijuana,
nor even to have suffered any longlasting ill effects. Too bad the same
cannot be said of the major legal recreational drugs. The fact is that the major
potential
for harm connected with the
use of marijuana is the likelihood that the
user will be arrested and traumatized by
the criminal justice system for violating
the marijuana laws.
Thus, as was suggested at the beginning of this paper, the marijuana laws in
and of themselves
cause more social
damage
than
the behavior
they are
intended
to control.
What makes this
situation even worse is that the marijuana
laws also fail utterly, as we have seen, to
control or in any appreciable way curtail
the use of marijuana.
This is not to say that the marijuana
laws have no impact. They do. While
they fail to act as a general or even as a
specific
deterent
to
marijuana
use,
the marijuana
laws are applied,
and
savagely,
against
those relatively
few
individuals
who are apprehended
for
their violation.
Tens of thousands
of
individuals
have
been
arrested
and
imprisoned
since the Reagan Administration
launched
its frenzied "war on
drugs" a few short years ago, many of
them for violations of the marijuana laws.
Many thousands more have been arrested,
prosecuted,
heavily
fined,
placed
on
probation,
and forced to undergo treatment and counseling for "drug abuse."
Any arrest and conviction for violation
of the marijuana laws has a potentially
destructive
social consequence.
Persons
so arrested and convicted are branded as
drug
abusers
and criminals
and are
stripped by some or all of their rights as
citizens.
Such violent and destructive
governmental
intrusion into the private
lives of the citizenry would scarcely be
tolerable
under any circumstances;
its
occurrence as part of an overwhelmingly
unsuccessful
but still vitriolic campaign
to curb the use of so comparatively
harmless and innocuous a substance as
marijuana
is ludicrous,
discriminatory,
and far more destructively
"criminal"
in terms of social consequences than any
possible use of marijuana could ever be.
An ancillary destructive consequence
of the drug laws in general and the marijuana laws in particular is the disrespect
for the law itself that such ill-founded
and illogical statutes promote throughout
the citizenry. One bad law that can be

identified
easily as such by the public
erodes our entire system of laws; a
number of bad laws breed disregard for
laws in general and, thus, foster chaos
and the breakdown
of the social order.
Moreover, law enforcement personnel are
not immune to the pervasive influence
of bad laws. Humane police officers may
be persuaded
to overlook violations of
bad laws, at least on an occasional basis.
But, the step from that rather understandable
point to outright
corruption
is a minor one. With a substantial percentage
of the
public
openly
and
regularly flouting the law, as is the case
with the marijuana
laws, it is small
wonder that we see increasing numbers
of police officers and perhaps whole
departments
corrupted and caught up in
the very laws they are sworn to uphold.
The problem is not, as has been suggested,
that drugs themselves are the cause of
such corruption, but rather that the drug
laws are bad laws and facilitate such
unfortunate
events. While this is true of
all of the drug laws, it is especially true
of the marijuana
laws, for which no
logical, medical, or moral justification
exists.
What Can Be Done?
The very extent of marijuana use in
the United States today, coupled with
the fact that there is really no rational
basis for the prohibitions
against marijuana, suggest that an end to prohibition
is the only viable solution to the problem.
With the Reagan Administration
rabidly
defending its "war on drugs," including,
of course, its campaign against marijuana
use, an end to the marijuana laws is
unlikely
to be effected without
widespread and well-organized public effort to
achieve this goal. And, such mobilization
of the public is impossible without
a
campaign to educate the public about
marijuana.
Many millions of Americans are regular
users of marijuana;
a relatively
few
million are vehemently opposed to marijuana use and believe all of the myths
and half-truths
that Harry Anslinger,
Carlton Turner, and the rest of their ilk
have foisted on the public over the past
50 years. Between these two extremes
is a much larger group of Americans who
neither use marijuana nor know much
about it. This latter group for the most
part believes the myths and supports
the continuation
of the marijuana laws,
mostly because no one has ever taken
the time and effort to explain to them
the
realities
of marijuana
and the
marijuana laws.

It is this group that must be won over
if the prohibitions
against marijuana are
to be brought to an end. It is this group
that can and must convince politicians
that a vote to end the prohibitions against
marijuana is not political suicide. It is
this group which must be shown that the
marijuana laws are bad laws, and that
they are bad not just for users of marijuana but for our society as a whole.
Such a campaign to re-educate a largely
apathetic
public is no small matter; it
cannot be accomplished passively. Those
who use marijuana or favor an end to the
illogical and destructive laws that prohibit
such use must actively and openly join
together to present their point of view
and the logic that supports it. Unless and
until that happens, the marijuana laws
will remain
on the books and their
corrosive effects will continue to destroy
American lives.
The author has chosen not to footnote
this article, nor to provide the sources for
many of the remarks it contains. This
was done deliberately
in the hopes that
the lack of such cited authorities might
provoke readers to seek information
that
would either prove or refute the author's
viewpoint.
To this end, the author
suggests that the reader consult Licit and
Illicit Drugs, by Edward M. Brecher and
the Editors of Consumer Reports (Little,
Brown and Company, 1972). This book,
which was written and published by a
group not known for its liberal or prodrug stance, provides a wealth of information on most of the drugs in common
use in the United States today, and
should be required reading for anyone
who wishes to be well-informed on drugs
and drug laws in general.
For more recent information regarding
marijuana and the marijuana laws, the
author recommends an informed reading
(for example,
after reading Licit and
Illicit Drugs) of the general media, along
with the various publications written and
published
by the California
Marijuana
Initiative
(CMI) and the Oregon Marijuana Initiative (OMI) within the past
year. It is the author's hope that readers
will at least take up the challenge to
become better informed on the subject
of marijuana and marijuana laws, and that
this will add a convert to the group of
those calling for an end to those laws
and their destructive
effects
on our
society.
Effective May 1, 1986, the new
telephone
number
for
Patricia
DeLancey, AC]S Executive Secretary, is (402) 554-8376.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
POLICE FOUNDATION
SPONSORS SYMPOSI UM
The Police Foundation
will sponsor
the "National Symposium on Community
Institutions and Inner-City Crime Project"
in Washington,
DC, March 5-8, 1987.
The symposium, sponsored by a grant
from the National Institute of Justice,
will provide a forum through
which
experts in the operations of social institutions that affect crime rates may contribute their knowledge to the development of the future agenda of urban crime
control policy and research.
The following types of programs will
be featured: family and friends, schools
and educational programs, churches and
other
religious
organizations,
business
and employment opportunities,
civic and
self-help groups, and police and other
criminal and juvenile justice
systems.
The mission of the Police Foundation,
an
independent,
nonprofit
national
organization,
is to foster improvement
and innovation in American policing. Its
aim is to assist police in their mission of
reducing crime and disorder in American
cities.
For additional information about the
symposium, contact Anne Sulton, Project
Director, Police Foundation,
1001 22nd
Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, DC
20037; telephone: (202) 833-1460.

EDUCATORS TO
MEET IN TEMPE
The 10th annual Teacher Educators
of Children with Behavioral Disorders
Conference will be held November 20-22,
1986, at the Tempe Mission Palms Resort
in Tempe, Arizona.
Conference
topics will include the
following: characteristics of behaviorally
disordered children and youth, aggression
in the schools, depression and social withdrawal, academics and social behavior,
social skills training, research issues in
behavioral
disorders,
teacher
training
issues, assessment issues, behavioral interventions,
corrections/delinquency,
and
structured
classrooms. Proposals should
be sent to Dr. Robert Rutherford,
Conference Director, 8412 N. 80th Place,
Scottsdale, AZ 85258.
For general conference and program
information
contact Dr. Rutherford
at
the above address or call Anne Rhodes
at (602) 833-7759.

ASC TO MEET IN ATLANTA
The 38th annual
meeting
of the
American Society of Criminology (ASC)
will be held October 29-November
1,
1986, at the Atlanta Marriott Downtown
Hotel.
The
theme,
"Integrating
Theory,
Research, and Practice," will be carried
out through panels, roundtables,
poster
sessions, and a three-part series of criminal
justice research reviews.
In an effort to reduce the number of
concurrent
sessions, thereby
increasing
participants'
opportunities
to hear most
of the speakers, ASC will have three
major roundtable
sessions, and, for the
first time, poster sessions.
Direct questions concerning registration and attendance
to Ms. Sarah Hall,
American Society of Criminology, 1314
Kinnear Road, Suite 212, Columbus, OH
43212; telephone: (614) 422-9207.

INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ANNOUNCED
The International Conference of Police
Women will be held November 2-7,1986,
in Kfar Hamaccabia, Israel.
Topics will include employment
of
women in the Israel National Police and
other police forces around the world,
unique
and
problematic
aspects
of
policewomen's
jobs, and women
and
crime.
For further details, contact Mrs. T.
Shachar, "Conference of Police Women,"
P.O. Box 394, Tel-Aviv 61003, Israel.

SMILE IN FLORIDA
The second annual Symposium
for
Microcomputers
in Law Enforcement
(SMILE) will be held October 21-23,
1986, in Jacksonville, Florida. Topics to
be included in this symposium sponsored
by the Institute
of Police Technology
and Management
and Law and Order
magazine include artificial intelligence,
telecommunications,
white collar crime,
electronic budgets, and case management.
For more information, contact George
R. Strong, SMILE Coordinator, Institute
of Police Technology and Management,
4567
St. Johns
Bluff Road, South,
Jacksonville, FL 32216; telephone: (904)
646-2722.

ISCPP ANNOUNCES
ANNUAL CONVENTION
The International
Society of Crime
Prevention
Practitioners
will hold its
ninth
annual conference
October
1-4,
1986, in Portland, Oregon.
Workshops include "Crime Prevention
Fundraisers,"
"Three Ways to Keep Kids
Off Drugs," and "Liability and the Crime
Prevention Practitioner."
For more information, call Jim Nelson,
Portland Police Department;
telephone:
(503) 796-3133.

IPTM ANNOUNCES
TRAINING SCHEDULE
The Institute
of Police Technology
and Management
(IPTM) has released
its training
schedule
for September
1986-August
1987. IPTM courses will
cover topics such as narcotics enforcement,
crime scene techniques,
police
media relations, and sex crime investigations.
To receive
the
training
schedule,
contact
Director,
Institute
of Police
Technology and Management, University
of North Florida, 4567 St. Johns Bluff
Road, South, Jacksonville,
FL 32216;
telephone: (904) 646-2722.

TCU SPONSORS SYMPOSIUM
"Crime Victims and the News Media:
The Right to Privacy vs. the Right to
Know" will be the theme of a symposium
to be held November 18, 1986, at Texas
Christian University.
The symposium will be sponsored by
the TCU Department
of Journalism and
funded by a $30,000 Gannett Foundation grant. The day-long series of sessions
as well as the evening's public forum
will be open to the public at no charge.
Specialists in newswriting, media law
and ethics, and electronic journalism will
be featured speakers for the five sessions
during the day. Media representatives
and family members of crime victims will
respond to each presentation.
For additional
information
contact
Dr. Anantha
Babbili or Dr. Tommy
Thomason,
Journalism
Department,
Texas Christian University, Box 32930,
Fort Worth, TX 76129.
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INTERNATIONAL
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS
Curriculum and Course Development Project
Introduction:
R. Paul McCauley, Ph.D.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
1985/1986 President (ACJS)

Project Director:
Dorothy H. Bracey, Ph.D.
John Jay College of
Criminal Justice

Project Director:
Charles R. Fenwick, Ph.D.
Trenton State College

A number of respected international criminal justice educators have joined together to produce a book that will
allow faculty to develop and structure courses on some of the major criminal justice systems in Western Europe,
Africa and Asia.

-~~ -----------------------------------------

To order fill out the form below with a check for $10.00 for each copy (includes postage) payable to the Academy of Criminal
Justice Sciences and mail to ACJS, University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1313 Farnam on the Mall, Omaha, NE 68182-0115.
Please send me

copies of The Curriculum and Course Development Project: International Criminal Justice Systems

at $10.00 each. My check for

, made out to ACJS is enclosed.

Name
Address
city

state

zip

CALL FOR PAPERS
1987 ANNUAL MEETING

ACADEMY OF
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SCIENCES
March 15 - 19, 1987
St. Louis Clarion
St. Louis

Persons interested in participating

should contact:

Lawrence F. Travis, III, 1987 Program Chair
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
Department of Criminal Justice ML 108
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-5827

THEME:

Normal Justice: Perspectives on Crime

The theme of the program is Normal Justice: Perspectives on Crime. The program will include panels, workshops. and roundtables. Papers should address theoretical and policy issues in criminal justice.
PROGRAM DEADLINES
•
•
•

Abstracts and information forms due to coordinators
Participants notified of the acceptance/rejection
of their abstracts
Papers due to session chairs

October 1, 1986
November 15, 1986
February 1, 1987

PROGRAM GUIDELINES
•
•
•

Program participants are required to pre-register for the conference.
No person shall appear on the program more than twice.
An abstract should be submitted to only one program coordinator. If you are in doubt about whom
to send your abstract, send it to the Program Chairperson, Lawrence F. Travis, III.

TOPICAL AREA
PROSECUTION
CRIMINAL LAW
VICTIMIZATION/VICTIMO

ROUNDTABLES

COORDINATOR
Thomas Castellano
Center for the Study of Crime,
Delinquency and Corrections
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 453-5701

LOGY

& DISCUSSION

GROUPS

Finn-Aage Esbensen
Department of Criminal Justice
Western Carolina University
Cullowhee, NC 28723
(704) 227-7464

RESEARCH METHODS
EVALUATION
SENTENCING

Timothy J. Flanagan
School of Criminal Justice
State University of New York - Albany
135 Western Avenue
Albany, NY 12222
(518) 442-5217

POLICING AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
ALL PAPERS RELATING TO THE POLICE OR
POLICE FUNCTION

Donna Hale
Department of Criminal Justice
University of Baltimore
1420 N. Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
(301) 625-3242

PROBATION & PAROLE
STUDENT PAPERS

John Hewitt
Department of Criminal Justice & Criminology
Ball State University
Muncie, IN 47306
(317) 285-5979

PRISONS
JAILS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION

David Kalinich
School of Criminal Justice
Michigan State University
560 Baker Hall
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 355-2197

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY IJUVENILE

JUSTICE SYSTEM

Richard Lawrence
University of Texas at San Antonio
Criminal Justice
San Antonio, TX 78285
(512) 691-5614

CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY
FEAR OF CRIME
CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION

William Pelfrey
School of Justice Administration
University of Louisville
Louisville, KY 40292
(502) 588-6567

COURTS
SOCIOLOGY OF LAW
CROSS-CULTURAL/INTERNATIONAL
JUSTICE

Sandra S. Skovron
Department of Criminal Justice
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221
(513) 475-5827

CRIMINAL

ML 108

SPECIAL WORKSHOPS

John J. Vollmann, Jr.
S. E. Florida Institute of Criminal Justice
411 S. E. 3rd Place
Dania, FL 33004
(305) 920-9532

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ETHICS
HISTORY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
WOMEN & CRIME

Ralph Weisheit
Department of Criminal Justice Sciences
Illinois State University
401 Schroeder Hall
Normal, IL 61761
(309) 438-7853

PLENARY SESSIONS

Deborah Wilson
Planning & Evaluation
Kentucky Corrections Cabinet
5th Floor, State Office Building
Frankfort, KY 40601
(502) 564-4360

CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

George Wilson
Criminal Justice Program
North Carolina Central University
Durham, NC 27707
(919) 683-6511

Persons wanting to organize a session or present a paper on an omitted topic should send an abstract or proposal
for a roundtable to Lawrence F. Travis, III.

F or preregistration materials write:
(available December 1986)

PATRICIA DeLANCEY, EXECUTIVE
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
University of Nebraska at Omaha
1313 Farnam on the Mall
Omaha, NE 68182-0115

SECRETARY
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DR. SCHLESINGER
HAWKINS AWARD

RECEIVES

Dr. Steven R. Schlesinger, Director,
Bureau of Justice Statistics, u.S. Department of Justice, is the 1986 recipient of
the O.J. Hawkins Award for Innovative
Leadership
and Outstanding
Contributions in Criminal Justice Information
Systems, Policy, and Statistics in the
United States.
Dr. Schlesinger was selected for the
award by the Membership
Group of
SEARCH Group, Inc., of Sacramento,
California.
The SEARCH Membership
Group
is a consortium
of governorappointed
criminal justice professionals
who represent the interests of the states
in all matters affecting criminal justice
information
systems,
law and policy,
and statistics.
The Membership Group selected Dr.
Schlesinger in recognition
of his leadership in providing this nation with a comprehensive
statistical
portrait
of crime
and its impact on the criminal justice
system.
The Membership
Group also
cited Dr. Schlesinger's support of Bureau
of Justice Statistics' programs aimed at
providing
support
for
information
systems technology
to state and local
criminal
justice
agencies.
The award
was presented
at the SEARCH Annual
Membership
Group Meeting in Seattle,
Washington, on May 8, 1986.
Dr. Schlesinger was appointed Director
of the Bureau of Justice Statistics by
President Ronald Reagan on April 14,
1983.

UMI also recently
published
the
comprehensive
guide to the microfilm
edition of "The Jane Addams Papers."
The new guide provides researchers
with complete, easy access to the microfilm collection. It includes a chronology
of Addams' life and works, as well as a
table
of contents
to the microfilm,
reel notes on each of the segments within
the set, and a brief reel listing.
The 82 reels of microfilm in the collection represent the most comprehensive
and exhaustive set of materials available
on Jane Addams=social worker, reformer,
and active supporter
of world peace.
Addams' career, her published writings,
correspondence,
and records
of her
involvement in numerous public activities
like the Women's International
League
for Peace and Freedom are documented
in the set. Students and researchers in
women's
studies,
American
history,
political
science, sociology,
and social
work will find that the collection and the
guide provide them with the tools they
need to study the life and contributions
of this American heroine and Nobel Peace
Prize winner.

For more information,
contact a UMI
Research Collections Account Representative toll-free
at 1-800-423-6108.
In
Michigan, Alaska, and Hawaii, call collect
1-313-761-4700.
Canadian customers call
toll-free 1-800-343-5299
or Telex (230)
23-5569.

JOURNAL SEEKS
MANUSCRIPTS
The Journal of Contemporary Criminal
is soliciting
manuscripts
for
publication
in its February
1987 issue.
The theme of this issue is "Enforcement
Trends and Strategies: Year 2000."
Manuscripts
should be 10-12 typed
double-spaced
pages.
Authors
should
include an abstract, short biographical
sketch, and a current black and white
passport size photograph.
The deadline
for submissions is October 31, 1986.
Send manuscripts
to Dr. George E.
Rush, Editor-in-Chief,
Journal of Contemporary
Criminal Justice,
California
State University at Long Beach, Long
Beach, CA 90840.

Justice

DEADLINE EXTENDED
Nominations
for the Bruce Smith Sr. Award, Founders'
Fellow may be su bmitted until October 15.

Award, and Academy

*BRUCE SMITH SR. AWARD

*FOUNDERS'

AWARD

UMI RELEASES ANNOUNCED
University
Microfilms
International
(UMI) Research Collections
announces
completion
of the Concordance
to the
Linguistic
Atlas
of the Gulf States
(LAGS) on microfiche. This microfiche
version of the computer
tape will be
distributed
jointly
by UMI and the
University of Georgia Press, and closely
follows
publication
of LAGS:
The
Handbook,
Volume I, published by the
University
of Georgia Press in March
1986.
The Lingustic Atlas of the Gulf States
project
provides
graduate
and undergraduate researchers in linguistics, folklore, and the history of the Southern
States with descriptive
data gathered
from field interviews conducted over the
last two decades. The project covers the
states of Alabama,
Arkansas,
Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Texas.

*ACADEMY FELLOW

*Nominators

will be asked to provide supportive

information

signature

of nominator

address:

Please return before October

for these awards.

_

15 to
Larry Siegel
Department of Criminal Justice
St. Anselm College
Manchester, NH 03102
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~ANAGEMENT
Simple!
Easy
with DOS 2.0

SOFTWARE

to use.
to 3.1

Task
only

$49.

All you need is any PC-compatible
(even runs on AT compatibles!)

single-key
controlled:
function
keys control
"manual-less"
software:
instructions
& commands

the

software

are

self-prompting

flexible
data entry & control
with ability
print tasks, due dates, notes, priorities,
Has

the

following

Time

'n Task

Management

to list

&

& phone

#s

features:

check/edit
daily "to do" list add or delete
records
print records
to screen or to printer
tasks automatically
ordered
by priority
and due date
keep current
"long notes" on things "to do"
word processor-like
capabilities
on "long notes" (up
to 254 chars. allowed)
keep telephone
numbers
on related
persons
for "to do"s
save completed
tasks in an archived
"history"
file
for later look-up,
or printing
all past or by month
keep printable
record of accomplishments
limited
only
by disk space (use multiple
disks or hard disks)
delete "history"
file contents
and start anew
due dates which pass current
date as uncompleted
tasks
may be reindexed
to current
date
list records
to be deleted
prior to deletion
& archive
NOT copy protected
To order send $49. to FRONTLINE
PUBLICATIONS,
P.O. BOX
1104, EL TORO, CA 92630 or call: (714) 837-6258
(add $3 for shppg & hndlg, CA residents
add 6% tax)
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AIDS IN PRISONS AND JAILS:
ISSUES AND OPTIONS
To help meet the urgent need for
policy information
to deal with AIDS in
correctional
institutions,
the National
Institute
of Justice and the American
Correctional
Association
sponsored
a
study, "AIDS in Correctional Facilities:
Issues and Options." Major findings of
that report are summarized in an 8-page
report AIDS in Prisons and Jails: Issues

and Options.
Many inmate populations
contain a
high concentration
of persons at high
risk for the disease-particularly
intravenous drug abusers. Accordingly,
the
problem of AIDS in corrections requires
difficult decisions regarding prevention,
institutional management, and the identification and treatment of AIDS victims.
The summary
highlights
the latest
medical information
about AIDS and
presents statistics
on the incidence of
AIDS in correctional facilities. The report
also summarizes the key medical, legal,
and
correctional
management
issues
including
education,
mass
screening,
segregation, legal liability, and cost of
care.

AIDS in Prisons and Jails: Issues and
Options is available free (up to 10 copies)
by writing to NCJRS,
Rockville, MD 20850.

Box 6000,

ADN,

NEW RESOURCE CENTER
TO AID CRIME PREVENTION
PRACTITIONERS
The
National
Crime
Prevention
Council's
Resource
Center
recently
opened, enhancing NCPC's ability to help
crime prevention practitioners
and programs around the country. The center has
two major goals: to become a repository
for a variety of crime prevention materials
and to help practitioners
share locally
developed crime prevention programs and
materials.
The center will house local program
materials, which can be copied so that
crime prevention professionals can draw
upon the expertise of their colleagues
everywhere;
a library of books, monographs, reports and other useful documents which can assist in researching
various
crime
prevention
topics;
an
inventory of sources for free or low-cost
materials
available
to
practitioners;
statistics which help tell crime prevention's story; a ready reference list of
specialized
organizations
to help with
unusual or in-depth requests; and fact

sheets, 4-6 page articles on key crime
prevention topics for which little or no
information is available.
For
more
information
about
the
center or NCPC's services, contact the
National
Crime
Prevention
Council,
Resource Center, 733 15th Street, NW,
Suite
540,
Washington,
DC 20005;
telephone: (202) 393-7141.

AAAS OFFERS SCIENTI FIC
FREEDOM AND
RESPONSIBILITY AWARD
The American
Association
for the
Advancement
of Science (AAAS) invites
entries for the 1987 Award for Scientific
Freedom and Responsibility.
Established in 1980, the $1,000 prize
is awarded annually to honor scientists
and engineers whose exemplary actions,
often taken at significant personal cost,
have served to foster scientific freedom
and responsibility.
The AAAS prize recognizes scientists
and engineers who have acted to protect
the public's health, safety, or welfare; or
focused public attention
on important
potential
impacts of science and technology on society by their responsible
participation
in public policy debates; or
established important new precedents in
carrying out the social responsibilities or
in defending the professional freedoms of
scientists and engineers.
Candidates for the award are selected
by a panel of judges appointed
by the
AAAS Board of Directors. The deadline
for receipt of entries is September
30,
1986.
Nominations and requests for information should be sent to Scientific Freedom
and Responsibility
Award,
American
Association
for the Advancement
of
Science, 1333 H Street, NW, Room 1101,
Washington, DC 20005.

SPI ANNOUNCES SEMINARS
The Southern Police Institute
announces the following seminars:

(SPI)

November 17-21, 1986 - Internal Affairs
December 8-12,1986 - Supervision of
Police Personnel
January 5-16, 1987 - Homicide Investigation
January 19-30, 1987 - Police Executive
Development
Tuition for I-week seminars is $300;
2-week seminars cost $500. The courses
will be held at the Southern Police Institute, University
of Louisville, Belknap

Campus. Housing will be available on
campus.
For more information, contact Shirley
Beck, Southern
Police Institute,
University
of Louisville,
Louisville,
KY
40292; telephone: (502) 588-6561.

(continued

from page 1)

context.
The entire system is covered,
enabling
professors
and students
to
investigate the ways in which societies
integrate
various law related agencies.
All chapters
have extensive
English
bibliographies.
Volume II contains chapters on the
following countries which were written
by respected international criminal justice
scholars: Denmark (Finn Hornum), Egypt
(Curt T. Griffiths),
India
(Harjit
S.
Sandhu and Mrinmaya Choudhuri), Israel
and Ireland (Donal E. J. MacNamara),
Malaysia (William G. Archambeault
and
Lekha Laxrnan), Netherlands
(Dorothy
H. Bracey), the Republic of Korea (Dae
H. Chang),
Nigeria (Otwin Marenin),
and Saudi Arabia (Richter H. Moore).
Dorothy
H. Bracey and Charles
R.
Fenwick edited this volume. For information on ordering, see page 12.

SPRANZA ANNOUNCES
ON GOING PROFESSIONAL
COURSESFOR '86 - '87
ACADEMIC YEAR.
• COUNTER TERRORIST
TRAINING - 1ERRORISMAND
TERRORIST GROUPS, BASIC
INTERDICTORY TACTICS,
ADVANCED INTERDICTORY
STRATEGIES AND PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATION.
• TACTICAL CANINE PROGRAM
FACILI1Y DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION, ANIMAL
SELECTION AND TRAINING,
TACTICAL UTILIZATION,
HANDLER RELATIONS AND
DEVELOPING IN-HOUSE
PROGRAMS.
FOR INFORMATION ON CLASS
SCHEDULES AND FEES WRITE:
SPRANZA
FRANCIS G. SPRANZA
2410 SO. KIRKWOOD, SUITE 242
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77077
(713) 496-9856
MEMBER: ACJS
IAIEF1
SWAGJE
SIU
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ANDERSON'S

DIRECTORY
of Criminal Justice Education
Including Criminology, Law and Justice Related Programs

1986-87

CHARLES P. NEMETH
Finally, a new directory that
details the growth of Criminal
Justice education! Not since
IACP's Directory in 1978 has
any attempt been made to
document the exciting
curricular and numerical
growth of Criminal Justice
programs in the United States.
Now, you can compare and
contrast the past and present in
Criminal Justice education at
all levels using data furnished
by over one-thousand
educational institutions. Now,
you can predict future trends.
Information about each
program includes:
• Department and chair names,
addresses, phone numbers

• Course offerings
• Enrollment
• Number of graduates
level, 1984/85

at each

• Tables comparing degree
programs, personnel and
students to 1978 IACP
Directory
• Alphabetical
chairpersons

listing of
and institutions

Order today to assure that you
and your department receive
an adequate supply of this
important directory. This
limited edition is now available
for $69.95. Call toll-free
1-800-543-0883 or
1-800-582-7295 (Ohio only).

• Faculty characteristics
• Year program
• Degree

established

information

• Program course
cha racteri sti cs

II II

anderson
publishing co.
646 main street

,,~

p.o. box 1576
cincinnati, ohio 45201
(513) 421-4142
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES
poatJon. offered in A CjS
Today arc from equal opportunity,
affirmative action employen..
AU

Copy for JOB OPPORTUNITIES should be typed, DOUBLESPACED, and begin with the name
of the institution offering the position. Copy should abo be written
in Kntrnce form.
Marquette

University - The Department of
Social and Cultural Sciencesinvites applications
for a tenure-track, assistant professor position
in sociology beginning in August 1987. Applicants must be competent to teach criminology /
criminal justice courses. Send vita and the
names and addresses of three professional
references by November 15, 1986, to: Chair,
Department of Social and Cultural Sciences,
Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53233.

University of Louisville - The Urban Studies
Center seeks a researcher in criminal justice to
develop research proposals and studies. Duties
include serving as co-director of the Kentucky
Criminal Justice Statistical Analysis Center;
developing a research program in lawenforcement, the courts, corrections, delinquency,
or crime prevention; and teaching (optional).
Ph.D. in social or behavioral science and
excellent quantitative skills required. Experience as project director or in grant writing
desirable. Position equivalent to assistant
professor; salary $24,500-$31,500 (depending
on qualifications), teaching pay extra. Send
application and writing samples or publications
by October 30, 1986, to Knowlton Johnson,
Director, Urban Studies Center, University
of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292.

DIRECTORY
AVAILABLE

OF INTERNSHIPS

California State University, Fullerton - Numerous part-time teaching positions in criminal
justice are available. Courses to be taught
include criminal law, psychiatry and crime,
juvenile justice administration, and corrections.
A Ph.D. in criminal justice or associatedsubject
is preferred. Candidates with demonstrated
teaching or professional experience in the field
of criminal justice will be given preference.
Send resume to Dr. W. Garrett Capune, Department of Criminal Justice, California State
University, Fullerton, CA 92634.

New Mexico

State University - The department of criminal justice seeks applications for
the position of graduate coordinator to begin
fall 1987. Appointment will be at the rank of
associate professor. Substantive teaching area
is open. Candidates should have graduate
teaching and research supervision experience.
A Ph.D. and evidence of scholarly research
are required. Submit letter of application,
vita, official copies of graduate transcripts,
and three letters of recommendation by
October 31, 1986, to G. Larry Mays, Head,
Department of Criminal Justice, New Mexico
State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003.

The American Mental Health Counselor
prints and distributes nationally a generic,
nonspecialty
directory of undergraduate
and
graduate
internships
in human
services agencies and institutions.
The directory lists bachelor's, master's,
and doctoral internships.
The directory
has been made available at below cost,
as a service project; it is now in use at
many colleges and universities throughout
the nation.
The directory
will be a valuable
reference
for students
in social work,
psychology,
criminal
justice,
special
education,
counseling, and allied human
services.
Listing in the directory
is free to
participating
agencies.
To obtain
an
internship
listing form, please write to
Directory,
Southern
Station Box 5012,
Hattiesburg, MS 39406.

•

SHIPPENSBURG OFFERS
MASTERS PROGRAM
Shippensburg University has initiated a
Master of Science degree in the Administration of Justice. The program provides
a balance of classroom theory, laboratory
exercises,
and
supervised
on-the-job
experience in a criminal justice agency.
For more information
regarding the
master's
program,
contact
Dr. James
L. J engeleski, Department
of Criminal
Justice,
Shippensburg
University,
Shippensburg,
PA 17257;
telephone:
(717) 532-1558.

The next issue of ACjS Today will
be published
in October.
The
deadline for all copy and advertising is September 1.

The McGruff® Elerrentary Sch::lOlPuppet Prcgram is being donated to classroans
nationwide via Texize Project Kidsmart™
-- a joint public service promotion
between Texize and the nation's supermarkets and mass merchandisers.
Featuring a life-sized McGruff ® puppet, an instruction booklet and an audio
tape with 24 weeks' worth of lessons, the curriculum is a fun, non-threatening
way to teach kids about safety.
Contact:

Diane Charton Karsch/Andrea Heller, The Softness Group, Inc.,
3 East 54th Street, New York, NY 10022, (212) 752-7770.
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JOBS
FOR
JUSTICE®
... an important tool in finding the
job you want, where you want it in the
Criminal Justice System

Selected Career Opportunities

How to obtain the
"Jobs for Justice"
publication
on a
regular basis
Mail the attached
or money order

order

form with check

Penologist
Police Detective
Police Lieutenant
Police Officer
Polygraph Examiner
Probation Officer
Residence Supervisor
Special Agents
State Police
Traffic
Warden
Youth Service Worker
Security

FBI Agent
Federal Protective Officer
Fingerprint Technician
Homicide Squad
Immigration
Internal Revenue Service
Investigators
Jailer
Law Clerk
Mounted Police
Paralegal
Park Police
Parole Officer

Academic Positions
Alcohol & Tobacco
Bailiff
Border Patrol
Case Worker
Correction Officer
Court Administrator
Criminal Investigator
Customs Office
Deputy U.S. Marshall
Drug Enforcement
Officer
Director of Institutions
Evidence Technician
Attorney

Please send us:

_____

1 Yr. Individual
(10 monthly

-

Please

Send More
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_____

"Jobs for Justice"
P.O. Box 922
Concordville,
PA 19331·0922
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PA 19331-0922

$60.00

- Trial Subscription
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1 Yr. Institutional
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215 .. 358·1755

Subscription
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PLEASE PRINT

STATE:
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_

Subscription
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_
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_
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Enclosed find $
in the form of
Check or
Money
Payment with order is required.
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payable to: JOBS FOR JUSTICE.
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery of your first issue.
Jobs for Justice, P.O. Box 922, Concordville,
PA 19331-0922.
1215) 358-1755

_
Order.
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ACJS MEMBERSHIP
DIRECTORY UPDATE
ACJS members
have been mailed
address correction forms for the 1986-87
Membership
Directory.
All address updates must be returned to Pat DeLancey
by September 30 to ensure inclusion in
the directory.
Publication
is scheduled
for late fall.
Individuals who have not paid their
dues must do so to be included in the
directory. Membership benefits include a
subscription
to Justice
Quarterly and
ACJS Today, lower registration fees at the
ACJS annual meeting and the directory.
Members
who are unsure of their
status
should
contact
Pat De Lancey ,
ACJS, University of Nebraska at Omaha,
1313 Farnam-on-the-Mall,
Omaha, NE
68182-0115; telephone: (402) 554-8376.

t.(
Pictured above are the 1986 ACJS award recipients: front row: Paul Jesilow,
Kip Schlegel, and Timothy Bynum. Back row: John Snortum and William
Chambliss.

REGION 1 TO MEET
IN SYRACUSE
The
Northeastern
Association
of
Criminal Justice Sciences will hold its
eleventh
annual meeting October
2-3,
1986, at the Hotels at Syracuse Square,
Syracuse, New York. The theme of the
meeting is "Violence:
An Issue of the
Eighties."
Session
titles
include
"Family
Violence,"
"Domestic
and Family Violence,"
and "Computers
in Criminal
Justice."
The full conference fee is $25.00 in
advance, $30.00 on-site. The conference
fee for students and guests is $15.00 in
advance,
$17.00
on-site.
For
more
information,
or to register for the meeting, contact
Edward
Thibault,
4974
Elgin Drive, Syracuse, NY 13215; telephone: (315) 492-3740.

The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences presented a special Past President's
Award to Bill Simon of Anderson Publishing Company for his contributions
and support of academy activities.

(continued

from page 1)

The executive secretary is responsible
for the basic day-to-day operations of the
Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences.
The responsibilities
that have prioriry
are maintaining and expanding membership, communicating
with the membership,
and
maintaining
membership
records
and the academy's
financial
records.
No specific
guidelines
have been
established,
but some items are more

important
than others. Adequate office
space is of particular concern. The ability
to provide computer-generated
mailing
lists and labels, mass mailings, and printing of publications
are of very special
concern.
Please forward proposals to Robert
M. Regoli, Department
of Sociology,
University
of Colorado,
Boulder,
CO
80309. The deadline for submission of
proposals is November 15,1986.

REGION 5 TO MEET
IN SEATTLE
The Western and Pacific Association
of Criminal Justice Educators will hold
its annual meeting October
1-3, 1986,
at the Doubletree in Seattle, Washington.
The theme of this year's meeting is
"Remaining
Successful
in an Era of
Declining Resources."
For additional
program information,
please contact Judy Hails Kaci, California
State University at Long Beach, 1250
Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90840;
telephone: (213) 498-4738.
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1986 PRISON CONSTRUCTION
TOPS $3 BI LLiON
U. S. correctional
systems plan to
spend more than $3 billion in 1986 for
59,000 new prison beds, according to a
survey published
in the May issue of
Corrections Compendium, the national
journal
for corrections
professionals.
Each new prison cell will cost between
$15,200
and
$157,000.
Costs vary
according to security level and whether
or not land must be purchased.
The
construction will add space for increasing
numbers of inmates, alleviate prison and
jail overcrowding, and replace old prisons
where
conditions
have been declared
unconstitutional.
Forty-nine
states and the Federal
Bureau of Prisons responded to the prison
construction
survey. Thirty-seven states
and the federal government
said they
planned prison construction in 1986. The
states will spend $2.8 billion and the
federal
government
will spend
$191
million for new beds.
California plans the most extensive
prison construction.
Ten thousand new
prison beds will be added to the state's
system at a cost of $300 million. Ohio
plans the second largest expansion.
It
will construct
9,000 beds at a cost of
$575 million.
Medium security beds are being constructed
most frequently.
Twenty-four
states and the Federal Bureau of Prisons
plan to build a total of 23,288 medium
security beds, according to the survey.
The average per-cell cost of medium
security projects is $60,342.
New maximum security prison space
is being built in 14 states and by the
federal system. The 21 maximum security
projects range in cost from $29,167 to
$120,000
per cell. The average per-cell
cost increases dramatically
when land
must be acquired for prison construction.
The average cost per cell of maximum
security facilities is $53,682. When land
must be acquired, the average increases to
$98,237.
Most prison
construction
is being
funded by legislative appropriation.
Nineteen states are using bonds to fund all
or part of prison construction
projects.
For more
information
about
the
surveyor
for subscription
information,
write or call Corrections
Compendium,
Contact Center, Inc., P.O. Box 81826,
Lincoln,
NE 68501; telephone:
(402)
464-0602.

NCPI SEMINARS
The National Crime Prevention Institute (NCPI) announces
the following
seminars for 1986. All seminars will be
held on the University
of Louisville's
Shelby Campus.
October 6-17 - Crime Prevention Technology and Program
October 8-10 - Practical Crime Analysis
October 20-24 - Property Crime Program
November 5-7 - Crime Prevention
through Environmental DesignNational Conference
November 10-21 - Crime Prevention
Technology and Programming
November 12-14 - Directed Patrol for
Crime Prevention
December 1-12 - Crime Prevention Technology and Programming
For
further
information,
contact
Admissions,
National Crime Prevention
Institute,
School of Justice Administration, College of Urban and Public Affairs,
Shelby Campus, University of Louisville,
Louisville, KY 40292; telephone:
(502)
588-6987.

For courses in
criminal law and
criminal procedure:
The Story of a Criminal
Case: The State v. Albert
Delman Greene
by Professors David Crump
and William 1. Mertens

• A short, comprehensive analysis of
the criminal justice process, using an
actual case, from retaining counsel to
sentencing.
• Useful as a supplement to existing
national textbooks.
• Accompanying teacher's manual.

For an examination copy (or to place an
order) please contact:
Alison Hunt, Publication Director
John Marshall Publishing Company
2211 Norfolk, Suite 425
Houston, Texas 77098-4096
(713) 523-2826

MONTGOMERY AWARDED
PRUDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP
ACJ S member
Reid Montgomery,
University of South Carolina, received a
summer
1986
scholarship
from
the
Prudential Insurance Company of America
to attend the Center of Alcohol Studies
at Rutgers University.
The Center of
Alcohol
Studies
is known
nationally
and internationally
as one of the leaders
in research on alcohol, in education and
training, and in publication and documentation of literature
concerning alcohol.
The center was moved from Yale
University
to Rutgers
in 1962. The
40-member
professional
staff of the
center includes experts in biochemistry,
economics, law, physiology, psychology,
psychiatry,
public health, statistics, and
information science.
In 1984, Dr. Montgomery
received
the Outstanding
Educator
of the Year
Award given by the Southern Association
of Criminal Justice Educators.
He has
served as Vice-President
of the South
Carolina
Correctional
Association
and
has authored journal articles and books
on prison violence and probation.
During
1974-77,
Dr. Montgomery
served as a federal probation
officer
under Judge John J- Sirica at the U.S.
District Court in Washington,
DC. He
has also served as a member
of the
State Attorney General's Advisory Committee on Victims of Capital Crime and
as a board member of the Alston Wilkes
Society.

EXPERT WITNESS
SEMINAR OFFERED
The department
of pathology
at the
University of South Alabama is sponsoring "Expert Witness Seminar: The Expert
and the Attorney,"
on September 24-26,
1986, in Mobile, Alabama.
The purposes of the seminar are to
provide a forum where medical, forensic,
and legal disciplines
can interface,
to
develop
the in-court
litigation
skills
of attorneys,
and to demonstrate
the
proper use of expert witnesses. A series
of short lectures will be given, but the
primary focus will be moot court situations.
For
additional
information,
please
contact Dr. Edward B. Waldrip, Department of Pathology, University of South
Alabama, Mobile, AL 36617; telephone:
(205) 471-7780.
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PERSPECTIVES IN CRIMINAL
Published

in cooperation

Series Editor:

with The Academy

of Criminal Justice

John A. Conley, Criminal Justice
Wisconsin-Milwaukee

CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION
TRAINING MONOGRAPH
AVAILABLE

JUSTICE

Program,

Sciences

University

of

The Perspectives in Criminal justice Series is designed to meet the research
information needs of faculty, students, and professionals who are studying
and working in the field of criminal justice. The Series will cover a wide
variety of research approaches and issues related to criminal justice. The
books are collections of articles not previously published, and each book
will focus

on specific

The articles

selected

themes,

research

for publication

topics,

or controversial

are revised versions

issues.

of papers

pre-

sented at the annual meetings of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences.
Papers organized around a specific topic are reviewed by the book's editor
and a panel of referees for comment and suggestions for revision. The
Series will rely on a multidisciplinary
approach to such topical areas as
organizational
theory and change, the nature of crime, law and social
control, and applied research as well as the traditional areas of police,
courts, corrections, and juvenile justice.
The current volumes include:

Corrections at the Crossroads: Designing Policy, edited by Sherwood
E. Zimmermann

and Harold D. Miller

Coping with Imprisonment, edited by Nicolette Parisi
Managing Police Work: Issues and Analysis, edited

by Jack

R.

Police at Work: Policy Issues and Analysis, edited by Richard

R.

Implementing
Training for Correctional Educators, a monograph developed
under the recently
completed
Correctional Special Education Training Project
(C/SET), is now available.
The publication includes the following
articles focusing on the need for and
delivery of inservice and preservice training for teachers in correctional
special
education:
Handicapped
Offenders:
Meeting Education
Needs, Correctional
Education
Training: An Administrative
Perspective, Implementing
Module Based
Instruction,
Developing
Special Education In-Service Training for Corrections
Personnel, and In-Service Education for
Correctional
Personnel:
Pitfalls
and
Practices.
A limited number of copies of this
monograph are available for $6.00. Individuals interested
in obtaining
copies
should send requests and checks payable
to
Eastern
Kentucky
University
to
Department
of Correctional
Services,
C/SET
Modules,
105
Stratton/EKU,
Richmond, KY 40475; telephone: (606)
622-1155. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

Greene
Bennett

Corporations as Criminals, edited by Ellen Hochstedler
- juvenile justice Policy: Analyzing Trends and Outcomes, edited by
Scott H. Decker

The Politics of Crime and Criminal justice,

edited by Erika S. Fair-

child and Vincent J. Webb

Courts and Criminal justice: Emerging Issues, edited by Susette M.
Talarico
All volumes are available in cloth ($22.00)

and paper ($10.95).

SAGE PUBLICA nONS
Beverly Hills London
Publishers of Professional Social Science
275 South Beverly Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
(213) 274-8003

EKU OFFERS CONFERENCE
ON CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
A multidisciplinary
conference focusing on child sexual abuse prevention and
treatment
will be held October 21-23,
1986, at the Hyatt Regency Hotel and
Commonwealth
Convention
Center in
Louisville, Kentucky.
The conference will feature experts in
the area of child sexual abuse. Workshops
will be offered in the fields of corrections/

New Delhi

justice, health/mental
health, education,
and social services. Topics will cover all
areas related to child sexual abuse prevention and treatment, the child victim, and
the incestuous family.
The conference
is being sponsored
by the Department
of Social Services
and Eastern Kentucky University. Please
direct all conference inquires to Training
Resource
Center
Project,
Eastern
Kentucky University, 105 Stratton Building, Richmond,
KY 40475; telephone:
(606) 622-1497.

CALL FOR PAPERS
The Policy Studies Organization
is
planning a special symposium
issue of
the
Policy Studies j ournal entitled
"Public Policy, Jails and Criminal Justice"
for December 1987.
Individuals who are engaged in policy
research on jails are encouraged to submit
papers to Dr. Joel Thompson,
Department
of
Political
Science/Criminal
Justice,
Appalachian
State University,
Boone, NC 28608; telephone: (704) 2623085 or Dr. Larry Mays, Department
of
Criminal
Justice,
New Mexico
State
University,
Las Cruces,
NM 88003;
telephone: (505) 646-3316.

ELDERLY OFFENDERS
CONFERENCE SCHEDULED
The
fourth
National
Conference
on
Elderly
Offenders
will be held
April 23-24, 1987, at California State
University in San Bernardino, California.
Suggestions
for sessions,
papers, and
proposals are invited.
Send materials by November 1, 1986,
to Cathleen
Burnett,
Department
of
Sociology, University of Missouri-Kansas
City, Kansas City, MO 64110.
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ACJS StandingCommittees - 1986-87
AD HOC COIVIMITTEE ON
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
George Rivera, Jr., Chair
Sociology Department
University of Colorado
Campus Box 327
Boulder, CO 80309

AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION

Allen Barrett
Frankie Bailey
Susan Caringella-MacDonald
Marian Darl i ngton-Hope
Dilip Das
Peggy Fortune
Gerald Garrett
P. Ray Kedia
Nancy Schafer
Rose Mary Stanford

AWARDS COMMITTEE
Larry Siegel, Chair
Criminal Justice Department
St. Anselm College
Manchester, N H 03102
James Byrne
Robert Hunter
Paul Lockman, Jr.
Randy Monchick
Paul Stewart

Gennaro (Jerry) Vito, Chair
School of Justice
University of Louisville
Louisville, KY 40292

NOMINATIONS

AND BYLAWS

Gerald Rigby, Chair
Criminal Justice Program
Bowl i ng Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403
John Angell
Charles Weirman

AND STANDARDS

Vincent J. Webb, Chair
Center for Applied Urban Research
University of Nebraska at Omaha
Omaha, NE 68182
Gilbert Bruns
Lorie Fridell
Gordon Misner
Elizabeth Sebuck

AND ELECTIONS

R. Paul McCauley, Chair
Criminology Department
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Indiana, PA 15705
Jim Alexander
Dave Camp
Patricia Carter
George Fel kenes
Anna Kuhl
Gerald Rigby

PLACEMENT

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Randy Monchick, Chair
North Carolina Wesleyan College
Criminal Justice Department
Rocky Mount, NC 27801
James Bruner
Len Dobrin
Robert Little
Deborah Wilson

Larry Travis, III, Chair
Criminal Justice Dept., M L 108
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221

John Hewitt, Chair
Department of Criminal Justice
Ball State University
Muncie, IN 47306
Clarice Feinman
Caryn Horwitz
Nancy Schafer
Tom Winfree

INTERNATIONAL
JUSTICE

Harry Allen
Marilyn Ford
Pat Van Voorhis
Bill Wakefield
George Wilson

PROGRAM

OF THE FIELD

CRIMINAL

RESEARCH
Eric Poole, Chair
Graduate School of Public Affairs
University of Colorado at Denver
1100 14th Street
Denver, CO 80202
Frank Hagan
Donna Hale
Robert Langworthy
William Tafoya

STUDENT AFFAIRS

Chris Eskridge
Anna Kuhl
G. Larry Mays
Leon Pettiway
Mittie Southerland

James Adamitis, Chair
Criminal Justice Program
University of Dayton
Dayton, OH 45469

CONSTITUTION

HISTORY

Scott Decker, Chair
Administration of Justice
University of Missouri-St. Louis
St. Louis, MO 63121

MEMBERSHIP

M. Jan Hageman, Chair
Department of Criminal Justice
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, VA 23284

EVALUATION

LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS

Thomas Castellano
Finn-Aage Esbensen
Timothy Flanagan
Donna Hale
John Hewitt
David Kalinich
Richard Lawrence
William Pelfrey
Sandra Skovron
John Vollmann, Jr.
Ralph Weisheit
Deborah Wilson
George Wilson

PUBLICATIONS

Finn-Aage Esbensen, Chair
Department of Criminal Justice
Western Carolina University
Cullowhee, NC 28723

Edward Latessa,Chair
Criminal Justice Dept., M L 108
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221

John Broderick
Dilip Das
E. Duane Davis
Edna Erez
Charles Fenwick
Sandra Skovron

Harry Allen
Susan Caringella-MacDonald
Charles Fields
Ronald Holmes
Michael Palmiotto
John Wozniak

Mark Pogrebin, Chair
Graduate School of Public Affairs
University of Colorado at Denver
1100 14th Street
Denver, CO 80202
J. David Hirschel
Nancy Jurik
Roy Roberg
Gennaro (Jerry) Vito
Gerald Williams

SUBCOMMITTEE

ON BLACKS

George Wilson, Chair
Criminal Justice Program
North Carolina Central University
Durham, NC 27707
Robert Bing
Julius Debro
Coramae Mann

SUBCOMMITTEE
MEMBERS

ON STUDENT

Martin Schwartz, Chair
Sociology Department
Ohio University
Athens, OH 45701
Donald Boyd
Susan Caringelia-MacDonald
David Friedrichs
Michael Israel
Gary Keveles

SUBCOMMITTEE

ON WOMEN

Marilyn Ford, Chair
Criminal Justice Department
Niagara University
Niagara University, NY 14109
Jill Rosenbaum
Mittie Southerland
Pat Van Voorhis

WHITE PAPERS
Harold Pepinsky, Chair
Forensic Studies Department
Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47401
Robert Bohm
Jim Brady
Susan Caringella-MacDonald.
David Friedrichs
Dave Gulick
Alan Harland
Russ Immarigeon
Ron Kramer
J. Robert Lilly
Dave Metzger
Ray Michalowski
James Opolot
Steve Puro
Chuck Reasons
Bill Selke
John Smykla
Kate Stout
Joseph Victor
Frank (Trey) Williams
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ACJS MEMBERSHIP SURVEY
Some members of the AC]S have expressed an interest in a one-time experiment with holding the annual meeting in either Canada
or Mexico. We do not, however, have a good idea about how the general membership feels about this idea. The following questions
are designed to determine your interest in such an international meeting.
1.

Do you favor, on a one-time
answer)
1
2

.1

NO
YES

"
2.

3.

basis, holding an annual meeting in either CANADA or MEXICO?

GO TO QUESTION

4 BELOW

In general, would you prefer CANADA, MEXICO, or both equally?
1
2
3

CANADA
MEXICO
BOTH EQUALLY

Considering the following sites from CANADA and MEXICO, indicate your three most preferred
"1" by your first choice, a "2" by your second choice, and a "3" by your third choice.

_

NO, IT WOULD NOT INFLUENCE MY DECISION
YES, I WOULD BE MORE LIKELY TO ATTEND
YES, I WOULD BE LESS LIKELY TO ATTEND

What do you see as the major ADVANTAGES

and DISADVANTAGES

to holding a meeting in either CANADA or MEXICO?

ADVANTAGES
1.

2.
3.
DISADVANTAGES
1.

2.
3.
6.

by placing a

Would having the meeting in either CANADA or MEXICO influence your decision to attend the annual meeting?
1
2
3

5.

of your

I

ACAPULCO, MEXICO
IXT AP A, MEXICO
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO
PUERTO VALLARTA, MEXICO
MONTREAL, CANADA
TORONTO, CANADA
VANCOUVER, CANADA
OTHER (specify)
4.

(circle the number

Are there any other countries

which you believe would be an attractive

location

for an international

meeting?

1.
2.
Thank you for taking the time to complete

this brief survey.

Please mail the questionnaire

Bob Regoli
Department of Sociology
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0327

by October

3 to:

PSI

PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION
DIAGNOSTIC EXERCISES
PSI Diagnostic Exercises is a computer
software package that provides a quasi
"Hands-on" experience in evaluating
sentencing choices. PSI is especially
designed for courses in probation and
parole, sentencing, and assessing the
offender.
The student will have access to pertinent PSI data on actual cases. They
will be given the opportunity to view
the offender's background and make a
sentencing
recommendation.
The
student can then see the actual
sentence recommended by the probation officer, the sentence imposed
by the judge and the followup of the
Prices:

offender
after
sentencing.
exercise is based on actual
taken from a variety of states.

This
cases

If a printer is attached, a printout of
each case exercise is available which
will allow for instructor evaluation and
classroom
discussion.
A password
system controls the student's ability to
access the printer and other options.
This software is menu driven and
can be used by a person with no
computer background. It will run on
any IBM-PC or compatible. Versions
are available with one case (DEMO
disk), 25 cases or 50 cases.

DEMO diskette
25 cases (1 disk)
50 cases (2 disks)

$ 5.00
65.00
95.00

JUSTICE SOFTWARE
1256 Shadow Oak Dr.
Malvern, PA 19355

AC)5 TODAY
cIa Vincent J. Webb
Center for Applied Urban Research
University of Nebraska at Omaha
Omaha, Nebraska 68182
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